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The financial message 
and payments integration, 
processing and 
orchestration software
for the global financial services industry
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Founded in 2001 and supported today 

by offices in Jersey City, London, Dubai, 

Mexico City, Hyderabad and Chennai, 

Volante solutions are employed by more 

than 80 organisations in 26 countries. 

Volante’s client base is diverse and 

includes; buy-side and sell-side capital 

market institutions, banks (universal, commercial 

and retail), corporate treasuries, financial industry 

utilities, clearing houses, exchanges, systems integrators, 

application vendors and corporate enterprises. By working 

with this global and varied client base Volante is able to 

encapsulate a best practice approach into all its product lines.

Volante constantly maintains a growing library of over 85 domestic and 

international financial industry standards plugins including; SWIFT MT and MX, ISO 

8583, FIX, FpML, EDIFACT, ISO 20022, SEPA, domestic ACHs and real time payments 

systems, as well as proprietary formats based on XML, CSV and Fixed Width. 

Volante’s message plugins are further augmented by more than 250 prebuilt, 

customizable, bidirectional transformations to and from these standards.

Volante’s products accelerate time to market by optimizing the development 

and deployment life cycle of financial message based projects. The inherent 

flexibility of Volante’s technology coupled with its message standards support 

enables clients to leverage their investment across multiple Volante enabled 

implementations. These range from pure message transformation and integration, 

through to the processing and orchestration of transaction data and payments. 

Volante’s value is delivered through the following products:

About Volante

Volante Technologies is a global leader in the provision of 
software for the integration, processing and orchestration 
of financial messages, data and payments.

For more than a 
decade, Volante 
has worked with 
commercial and retail 
banks, corporate 
treasury departments, 
buy and sell side 
organisations, 
exchanges, 
custodians, clearing 
houses and financial 
industry utilities.  

VolPay Foundation

Accelerated Payment  

Integration

VolPay Channel

Accelerated Corporate 

Payments On-boarding

VolPay Hub

Accelerated Payments 

Orchestration and Processing

Volante Designer

Simplifying complexity in financial 

message and data integration

of:
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We work with a wide variety of organizations and 

corporate functions.  Whether they require Service-

Oriented Architecture (SOA) integration, SWIFT message 

management or low-latency data input, Volante’s 

proven approach is fast, reliable and delivered to best 

possible practices and highest possible standards.

Market Expertise

Since 2001 Volante has been focused on 
addressing key integration and processing 
challenges across the broad spectrum 
of the financial services industry.

Our expertise is applied to deliver customer 
value within the following market categories: 

This is the only means we’ve ever seen

to get such granular, reality-based 
data governance and visibility 
of data across the enterprise.

Top technology analysts covering 
data virtualisation.

Increasingly, corporate 

enterprises are evolving from 

a history of internal focus on 

process efficiency, to one 

of intercommunication with 

the external world.  Cross 

border procurement networks 

give electronic access 

to thousands of globally 

dispersed suppliers, ERP 

systems export de facto trade 

and shipping documents that 

can automate the physical 

supply chain – and today the 

world of supply chain finance 

is automating the links 

between treasury, banking 

and payments activities.

However, rapid on-boarding 

of corporates to banks, 

and corporate subsidiaries 

to centralized operations, 

remains a key challenge 

today. Volante products focus 

on efficiently defining the two-

way flow of data from and 

to the corporate, ensuring 

seamless business integration 

with significantly reduced 

time to revenue for the bank.

The global trade industry 

seeks common standards to 

enable greater transparency 

and price discovery.  Firms 

are realizing their competitive 

potential of adopting 

greater automation to 

maintain customer ‘stickiness’ 

throughout the system-to-

system integration process.  

Automation offers the potential 

for faster processes and 

reduced costs. These can be 

fed directly into pricing and 

offer a competitive advantage.

For the Supply Chain Finance 

(SCF) suite, Volante plugin 

components allow the rapid 

take-on of new message 

standards and processing 

including, but not limited to, 

all Bank Payment Obligation 

(BPO) related standards, all ISO 

20022 payments standards, 

all SWIFT MT standards and all 

SWIFT TSU message standards.

Data Integration 

Payments 

(Interbank, corporate to bank and/or corporate 
to utility payments; corporate on-boarding)

Industry and regulatory change is constant and keeping 

abreast and updating payment systems, messages 

and processes can prove costly in terms of time, risk 

and resource.  Firms have to manage and transform 

message types, from legacy CSV/Fixed Width formats to 

ISO 20022, MT to MX accessing service bus technology 

from IBM, Oracle and other popular brands.  Through the 

deployment of Volante solutions, these transformations 

become off-the-shelf implementations as opposed to 

difficult, costly and risky upgrades to older systems. 

We work with a wide range of capital markets 

organisations helping them manage multiple messaging 

and data requirement challenges across a wide range of 

asset classes, including equities, fixed income, derivatives 

and funds. These challenges are at three interlinked yet 

distinct, phases of the trading lifecycle.  At pre-trade, firms 

must use and receive exchange and trading venue market 

data; pricing information, vendor data (Bloomberg and 

Reuters) and reference data which creates both real time 

and historic challenges.  At trade, firms need to exchange 

data and send order information using FIX and FpML 

which places similar demand on technology capabilities.  

At post-trade, firms must contend with interaction 

and communication with multiple counterparties; 

clearing houses, settlement depositaries, corporate and 

reconciliations teams as well as interface with matching 

and exceptions software in addition to meeting the 

regulatory drive for increased transaction reporting. 

Volante helps clients to overcome these disparate data 

integration challenges by providing a single yet agile 

message transformation technology and thus avoid 

the excessive costs of having to invest in or manage 

multiple capital markets data integration solutions.

Capital Markets
(Pre-trade, trade and post-trade)

Corporate 

(Treasury, Enterprise 
Resource Planning 

(ERP) and Bank 
On-boarding

Trade Services

(Trade finance, supply 

chain finance, Bank 

Payment Obligation (BPO), 

foreign exchange, money 

market securities, cash 

management, Enterprise 

Resource Planning 

(ERP) integration)
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SWIFT, ISO 15022, ISO 20022, SEPA, ACH, FIX, FpML, proprietary, national or global. 

Whatever the message standard or protocol, 
Volante ensures that we are enabled, compliant 
and agile for whatever might come next.   
SVP of Global Universal Bank

Our partners benefit from our go-anywhere technology, because it 

dramatically reduces implementation time for them and their customers, 

while removing the in-house burden of maintaining support for ever-changing 

message standards. We also work closely with our partners to ensure that 

their market engagement activities are appropriately supported. 

For a list of the partners with which we work, please visit our website 

www.volantetech.com or scan the QR code to the right.

Our partners

Volante’s partner program supports a 
range of partner types including:

These partner companies can be global or local system 
and data vendors, developers and implementation 
specialists, and/or hardware, software and services 
suppliers to the financial services industry.

Of one thing every financial services organisation 

can be certain: regulatory change.  

MiFID II, EMIR, Dodd Frank, SEPA, BASEL III 

whether imposed by the EC, SEC or a domestic 

country regulator, is set to change the way 

in which the financial services community 

conducts its business, across many  different 

functions and many different asset classes.  

Regulation may create new entities, such as a 

Swap Execution Facilities (SEFs) or Organized 

Trading Facilities (OTFs).  These may create 

new reporting processes and procedures.  

Whatever the outcome, new processes will 

invariably require new communications and 

instructions which may take on different data 

message formats.  Firms will have to re-tune 

their existing systems and processes to adapt.  

With Volante the time taken to re-tune and 

adapt existing systems will be significantly 

reduced due to the inbuilt flexibility of 

Volante’s solution and the timely delivery of 

the updated or newly defined standards.

Compliance

As a consequence of compliance and 

regulatory updates, reporting requirements 

continually change and new reference data 

must be managed in different ways. Manual 

processes will need to be automated, new 

identifiers may be required for counterparties 

new and old; new instruments and asset classes 

will need tagging, all of which can be traded 

across many markets, each of which will need 

identification. The costs of changing these data 

management services to address the new rules 

can be considerable. Volante’s approach to 

data integration and management minimizes 

both the costs and risks of change and thus 

ensures accurate reporting in accordance 

with the changing compliance requirements.

Data Management
(Reference Data and Reporting)

…accelerated time to market …ease of 
development to drive down our costs… 
and leveraging Volante’s third-party 
maintenance which enables us to 
remain focussed on our product.  

There were three key concepts on which we 
based our decision to incorporate Volante

We have been able to deliver

new solutions to our clients  in less time 
and lower our development costs.
Vice President, Product Development 
Global Software and Services Vendor

 » Sales channels
 » Implementation services

 » OEM vendors
 » Technology providers
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Volante Designer is a suite of 

modular software tools capable of 

handling the most complex data 

integration and management 

challenges.  From arrival, through 

process workflows, downstream 

integrations, persistence into 

databases, metadata-based 

governance, and model-based new 

development; each component offers 

a new and better way to address the 

challenges of data management.

At the heart of all Volante 
products is Volante Designer. 
This technology optimizes the 
development and deployment 
life cycle of financial message 
based projects. Designer 
accelerates each stage 
of the data integration 
development lifecycle from 
design through to deployment 
and maintenance.  Each 
solution built using Designer, 
harnesses the power of the 
platform to flexibly define 
complex message validation, 
transformation, enrichment, 
orchestration and processing.
  

By understanding the existing 

messaging infrastructure of the firm, 

we can identify and then apply the 

appropriate best practice approach. 

 

Volante Designer automates the 

generation of the production code 

and supporting documentation. 

It also supports the creation and 

management of test data and test 

cycles. The value of Volante Designer is 

further differentiated by the availability 

of Volante’s ever increasing library of 

domestic and international message 

standards and transformations.

With over 80 organisations, in 

26 countries, most with multiple 

implementations, processing millions 

of transactions and transformations 

per day, Volante Designer is a trusted, 

time proven, business critical solution. 

Our technology

Design

Compose

Test

Deploy

Document

Run

Maintain

Composer Director

Simulator

Generators

Run Time

Plug-ins

Format

Generic
Domain Specific

Persistence
Designer

WebForms
Designer

Cartridge

(Metadata Model)

Parsing

Routing

Transformation

Enrichment

Validation

Message Flow

Data Governance

Testing Application

Debugging

Data Generation

Document 
Publisher

Code
Java/EJB  C++  C#

Message Definition
xml    csv

Database 
schema

On any middleware 
ESB or CEP engine

Within any application 
(Java/C++/C#) as library

On any app server, 
web server or in JVM

Volante Composer sits at the core of the Volante 

Designer suite of integration and data management 

products.  Volante Composer captures the message 

definitions and applies any validation rules transforming 

messages between different formats, adding any 

functions such as filtering and enrichment, and 

defining the message routing. Using a smart spread 

sheet-style interface, users can easily map message 

definitions from source to destination and build mini-

applications called models or ‘cartridges’.  These 

transform the data by using code generation to convert 

the message to code and direct it to its destination.   

Volante Simulator provides safe, offline end-to-end testing 

for any transformation logic, integration and updates.  

Debugging is simplified and with sensitive messages, such 

as SWIFT payments, validation testing can be built in.

Volante Code Generators 

automatically convert Cartridge 

models into runtime libraries 

in native code for virtually any 

infrastructure environment (C++, 

C#, Java (POJO/EJB)). The 

generated code can also be 

invoked from within applications, 

eliminating latency and 

unnecessary transformation hops. 

Volante Format Plug-ins further simplify 

the design process. They enable users 

of Volante Composer to design data 

integrations quickly without the necessity 

to learn the complexity of data standards 

and rules.  Providing message libraries and 

related validation rules, Format Plugins 

provide built-in domain awareness of 

major financial industry data formats 

including SWIFT, FIX, FpML, EDI, Reuters, etc., 

as well as more generic formats such as 

XML, ASCII, CSV and Cobol Copybook. 

Find out more about 
Volante technology: 

Volante Director is the metadata archive that enables a host of 

enterprise objectives, including data standardization, governance 

and advance data-driven initiatives such as SOA and data 

virtualization. For many of our customers, the metadata repository 

has been key to achieving ambitious enterprise-wide goals.   
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Volante products are designed to enhance business agility. Every aspect of product design is aimed 

at maximizing speed and flexibility in the creation of financial message and payments integration 

and processing solutions.  All Volante products support the following base features:

 » Solutions creation through configuration with minimal coding

 » Automatic code and associated documentation generation

 » Inbuilt desktop based test harness to provide continuous assessment and proof points during development

 » Platform agnostic OSGi compliant code enabling hot swapping in non-stop production environments

 » Access to an ever growing of maintained library of more than 85 domestic and international financial 

message standards plugins with over 250 associated customizable and bidirectional transformations

All Volante products are underpinned at the core by the trusted Volante Designer technology - proven as highly 

scalable and reliable over many years in demanding production environments ranging from major stock 

exchanges, clearing houses, card payment processing, and major corporate enterprises and financial institutions.

Volante Designer

Volante Designer is a trusted and time proven development platform comprised of a suite of modular 

tools designed for the integration and management of financial messages and data. Volante Designer 

enables users to rapidly build data integration solutions that, through configuration rather than coding, 

handle transaction data or financial messages, covering all aspects of the financial markets.

VolPay Foundation

VolPay Foundation is a development platform comprised of a suite of modular tools designed for the 

expedient creation and deployment of payment data integration and processing. It enables banks and 

corporates to rapidly deploy highly scalable and performant payment data processes as callable services, 

thus insulating core systems from the complexity of external change. Amongst its many components, it 

is delivered with a vast library of payments standards plugins and associated transformations. .

VolPay Channel

VolPay Channel is an application underpinned by VolPay Foundation that enables banks and corporate enterprises 

to rapidly define and execute the on-boarding of new Host to Host (H2H) file based sources of customer initiated 

transactions. The on-boarding process is optimized through a streamlined managed workflow, automated generation 

and deployment of code, desktop test harnesses and simulations, and automated generation of documentation.

VolPay Hub

VolPay Hub is a channel agnostic, payment type agnostic, centralized, configurable payments orchestration 

application underpinned by VolPay Foundation. Through its best-in-class integration capabilities, VolPay 

Hub delivers accelerated implementation times with ongoing easy and efficient change management 

- critical requirements in today’s dynamic and competitive world of digital payments processing.

Volante Technology Products

Volante can help you address key 

financial message and data integration 

challenges including the processing 

and orchestration of payments.

For further information please contact 

us at info@volantetech.com, or at our 

regional sales offices listed overleaf or visit 

our website at www.volantetech.com
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Europe & Asia
9 Devonshire Square, London, EC2M 4YF

United Kingdom

+44 (0)20 3178 2970  

North America
Harborside 5, 185 Hudson Street

Jersey City, NJ 0731

+1 201-258-3788  

Middle East and Africa
33rd Floor, HDS Business Centre, Cluster M, 

Jumeirah Lakes Towers, Dubai, UAE. P.O. Box 487282

+971 (0)4 364 1213

Latin America
Gmo. González Camarena 1450 P-7 

Santa Fe, Mexico, D.F., 01210

+52 (55) 1105-0536

© Copyright Volante Technologies Inc. 2016. All Rights Reserved. Volante Technologies, 

1605 Plaza Five, Harborside Financial Center, Jersey City, NJ 07311.


